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MakuluLinux LinDoz Is not designed to be a Clone of Windows, it is merely familiar territory for both Windows and
Linux users, the themes aren?t replicas of windows, but mere ?similar? designs. It doesn?t matter which environment
you come from, when you log into LinDoz you get a familiar sense of belonging. We added just enough to make
windows users feel comfortable, yet pushing them to explore the Linux world, Linux users will feel instantly at home,
feeling comfortable with the terminal and rest of the tools and software, yet maybe enjoy the windows like themes and
icon sets. Lindoz is also extremely beautiful, from the first logon you will simply fall in love with how pleasing it is on
the eyes. LinDoz not only offers pretty themes and beautiful wallpapers, it also features a really cool and unique menu
options and some other cool hidden goodies, Watch the included Video for more details?
Makulu LinDoz 2020 is a complete redesign of the Original Debian based LinDoz flavor. It is now built on top of the
new MakuluLinux Constructor 2020 Base, Codenamed : ?2020-U Base?, A Base that we spent a lot of time making and
perfecting, possibly one of the fastest, most flexible and most stable bases floating around the net at the moment, not to
mention it is near bug free. Unlike the its predecessor which used the Debian repositories, This base gets its core
updates from Ubuntu Bionic with additional updates being supplied by Makulu Directly, unlike many other big
developers that borrow their base from Debian or Ubuntu, we chose to instead build our own, this way we don?t inherit
any known bugs that plague Ubuntu builds and since we built the base we know whats going on inside it, it also
allowed us to optimize for speed and stability of our Builds, and it shows, it really shows, anyone who has run any of
our builds have noticed how well they run? The Reason I mention the base at all will be relevant in Due time. Just
know, this new 2020 Base is really Awesome, and that LinDoz is built on this new Base.
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